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Preparadise Sorry Now, digital video HD, 89’00’’ 
Preparadise Sorry Now, exhibition view, Geneva, CH, 2021

Fruit card n°09, 2021, print on cardboard paper
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Upside down chair, 2021, drawing on wall

Upside down chair, 2021, found picture 
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Untitled (stickers on glass), 2023, stickers on glass

Matter of presentation (New Group Kitsch & Cantor Villa 
Collection), 2022, video, 4:3, 01’28’’, color, sound
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- Did the mixing of narrative with dialogue in “The Water 
Statues” come from this friendship?

- No. I mixed them to avoid boredom, and to shift what I 
write.

(...)

- You seem rather modest.

- “Modest” is not a word I like very much, because 
speaking about oneself is always a kind of effort. And, 
finally, it’s not very interesting.

- When you write, or when Hermes writes...

- Thank you, thank you! You’ve understood everything. I 
hate the word “artist,” but you know I make drawings.

- I didn’t know.

- Hardly anyone does. There was an exhibition of them.

- Here in Milan?

- Yes.

- What do you draw? Portraits?

- No, but I would like to. I don’t know why—as soon as 
we started talking, I was happy to tell you everything, but I 

would also like to erase everything I say. I’m giving you a 
photo of Hermes.

(...)

- Do you have a homeland? Switzerland, perhaps?

- I have to think for a moment. In general, I don’t think I 
have a homeland. But the rare times that I go to Zürich, I 
have the impression that I know the city very well. Also the 
lakes. And the swans. I love swans. Do you like swans?

- Swans? Very much.

- When I was in Germany, there was an adorable swan. His 
name was Erich.

- How did you know?

- Because when I called his name, Erich, he came to see 
me.

- Did he speak to you?

(...)

- Do you feel yourself shut in?

- I think nothing of myself. It’s better that I think nothing.

- That’s your mystic side, perhaps.
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- No, I don’t think so. Maybe, but I think it’s better if I 
don’t think about myself.

- In general, does it take you a long time to write?

- I don’t know. I hardly write at all anymore. I have to think 
back to the time when I wrote. When it happens, it’s like a 
little story of consumption. I sit there, for hours, before the 
typewriter. I look outside. I look inside me. And nothing 
comes out. For months, sometimes even for years. The 
more time passes, the more I think I have no existence.

(...)

- Friendship, you mean?

- No, life. With Brodsky. It’s good to think of nothing. It’s 
quite tiring to think of the time that passes. Not for you, but, 
basically, I have to say, it doesn’t interest me.

- Perhaps writing about it interests you more than thinking 
about it?

- Writing doesn’t interest me at all.

(...)

- Was it Father Pozzi who taught you silence?

- He was a very intelligent man. And lighthearted. We got 
to know each other because—I almost have to laugh—

he had read “Sweet Days of Discipline.” For a priest, it’s 
interesting, too. He asked, “But who wrote this book?” 
Afterward, he became a great friend of mine. Now he’s no 
longer here.

- Would you like to come see my typewriter?

- Yes, thank you!

- I have the same red socks as you.
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The semantics of revolution, 2020,  print on paper, 59,4 x 
84,1 cm.

Picture from the film set of Mario 101, at 3353 space, 
Geneva, CH, 2020
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(NAME) (born 1964, Brooklyn, N.Y.) is a writer, film 
and video maker. His films, including (TITLE) (1996), 
(TITLE) (1999), (TITLE) (2012), have been widely 
shown in festivals, museums, movie theatres and 
broadcast internationally. A collection of his essays, 
titled (TITLE) and other writings 2014-2020, was 
published by (ED.) in 2004.

All you need to know about Lim and Pesso (empty model), 
2019-ongoing, place holder biography

Expertise and the use of gloves, 2022
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Mozinor my love, 2021, film still

Fruit card n°11, 2021, print on cardboard paper
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E solo un lupo ben vestito, Problemi, feticci et merci
(Giò Travertino & Cantor Villa Collection), 2020, flower-
shop, installation view, Rome
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Lyrics by Melany Renotet, 2022, poetry book, ed. Bambi 
Books
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Butterfly Dream
Once Zhuangzi dreamt he was a butterfly, a butterfly 
flitting and fluttering around, happy with himself and 
doing as he pleased. He didn’t know he was Zhuangzi. 
Suddenly he woke up and there he was, solid and 
unmistakable Zhuangzi. But he didn’t know if he 
was Zhuangzi who had dreamt he was a butterfly or a 
butterfly dreaming he was Zhuangzi. Between Zhuangzi 
and a butterfly there must be some distinction.

Negate here (merch), 2022
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Beach (Pink-hair jogger), 2021

Beach (Innocence), 2021
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Bones T-shirt 2 (Ponzi series), 2023, black pen on T-shirt

Bones T-shirt 1 (Ponzi series), 2023, black pen on T-shirt
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Fruit card n°10, 2021, print on cardboard paper

Joey, 2019, film still, Marfa, TX
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Joey, 2019, script, Marfa, TX
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Hand painted wallpaper (pink, blue, white, green and 
yellow), 2022, painting on wallpaper, close up

An anonymous postcard addressed to Douna Lim 
and Théo Pesso. The front is showing a reproduction 
of a painting by Georg Flegel (1566-1638) entitled 
Breakfast with Egg. On the back, a handwritten 
quote stating «As Bertolt Brecht pointed out, Grub 
first, then ethics.» The postcard is issued by the 
National Gallery Prague.

Anonymous postcard, 2022, postcard
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Storyboard slides for the film 2K-KAPITAL, inspired from 
the North Korean 당의 참된 딸 Revolutionary Opera, 2022
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Georg Flegel, 1566—1638, Snídaně s vejcem, Frühstück 
mit einem Ei, Breakfast with an Egg, O 1275

Dogs (fake), 2021
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Cameo, Sequence 1, Djelilah, 2022, music art cover
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Group Blu, 2020, video, 04’52’’, color, sound

Collection of food interiors, 2021
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Tribute to Kanno Suga, 2020, video, 07’00’’, color, sound

Fruit card n°12, 2021, print on cardboard paper
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Radieuse, 2020, found text on paper, found picture showing 
La Cité Radieuse under demolition
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Cock-a-doodle-doo (Chicken cake), 2020
Picture from the film set of Joey at the Rianna Inn. Hotel, 
Marfa, TX, 2019
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Superbock Love sourcebook, 2022, scrapbook for the snuff 
film Superbock Love
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Yann Stéphane Biscaut with a Cyclope T-shirt from the 
Ponzi series, 2020

Rome, 2020, picture in a pizzeria, Rome, IT
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Titles unlimited, 2022, found text

Picture of a mall display sign, Seoul, KR, 2021
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Wrong God mouse, 2021, print on paper, framed

Poppie and Winnie kissing, 2020, laser print on paper
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Shithead, 2020, performance, still, Paris, FR

& Co. signature, 2020, for Katrin Niedermeier & Co. 
exhibition at Palazzina, Basel, CH
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Eclipse, 2018, video still, 300’00’’, 3D, color, silent

Picture of a crowd watching Eclipse, One Night Stand 
exhibition view, Off Hof, Basel, CH, 2018
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Molly and Joel Godard Couple White Sheet Exotic Patterns 
Holding Cup of Coffee With Foam Bed Headboards Retro 
Style Ornemental Embroidery Botanical Hand on Cushion 
Thumbs and Stripes Laptop Erased Fruit Brand, 2022, 
digital work on found picture

1$ (Ponzi series), 2020, paint on T-shirt
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Testa 1, 2021, print on cut mirror Testa 2, 2021, print on cut mirror
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Testa 3, 2021, print on cut mirror Testa 4, 2021, print on cut mirror
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Katrin Niedermeier & Co. exhibition hanging with Luca 
Rossi at Palazzina, Basel, 2020
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SF Alternative, 2021, shop set design, silver gelatin print

Lizzard in the Coca-Cola bottle, 2021, digital print
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Fruit Card n°01, 2021, print on cardboard paper

Collection of food interiors, 2021
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High Art, 2021, book, ed. Bambi Books

Desk picture from the Desk Drawing series, 2020
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Contract with & Co. (De Nicola and Ortelli), 2020, laser 
print on paper

Je ne sors pas, 2021
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50%, 2020, painted T-shirt from the Ponzi series

Tiggger, 2022, music art cover for Topaz
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Love letter (from F.), 2021, inkjet print on blueback paper, 
cans, resin, 73 x 44 cm., Preparadise Sorry Now exhibition 
view, Geneva, CH

Researches slides for Bambi Books ed., 2020
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Exlantis, 2022, music video, 3’42’’, colour, sound

Fishes, 2021, researches slides for the book A for April
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Faster than free will, 2020, painted T-shirt from the Ponzi 
series

Fruit card n°23, 2021, print on cardboard paper
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Hide and Seek 1, 2022, silver gelatin print, frame Hide and Seek 2, 2022, silver gelatin print, frame
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Hide and Seek 3, 2022, silver gelatin print, frame

Boccioni’s hideout, 2020, drawing on paper
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G-Kids, 2020, drawing on pink paper, light blue frame

Good news, 2020, watercolor, envelope
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Lyrics (m.r.), 2022, lathe square vinyl, 7 inch square,
33 rpm, single sided, limited edition, app. 6 min.

Hand painted wallpaper (pink, blue, white, green and 
yellow), 2022, painting on wallpaper
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Gift, 2020, found drawing, pen on paper

Sweet days of discipline, 2022, found picture, print on paper
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Topaz, 2021, lyrics, laser print 

Currency, 2021, made and gifted by Yann Stéphane Biscaut
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Lyrics (m.r.), 2022, lathe square vinyl, 7 inch square,
33 rpm, single sided, limited edition, app. 6 min.

Lyrics (m.r.), 2022, lathe square vinyl, 7 inch square,
33 rpm, single sided, limited edition, app. 6 min.
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Fruit card n°03, 2021, print on cardboard paper
Flat visit at Kim and Melany’s (Harbord Bakery), 2021, art 
cover of a sound piece for Ecco Revue, Rome, IT
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View from the entrance, high-angle shot. A closed door. 
Some light from the other side of the door. Stairs going 
up, a few dozen steps, handrails, a carpet, white walls, 
purple or grey carpet, a fridge, a big white fridge, a 
canvas bag on the floor.  A large rectangular window 
on the right.  A boiler room, a pan, a colander, the sink 
with a kettle on it and shelves with pepper, salt, bread, 
tea and semolina. Shelves, one open shelf, two empty 
shelves, oranges, clementines and three bananas. A light 
switch, plants, a door, a corridor, an open door, a dark 
room, a very white window, a very cold light and a sink, 
a dry toilet. You can see a bathtub and a black curtain, 
corridor, corridor.  White walls, yellow armchairs, a 
bed, a white bed with a white duvet with a light source 
in the corner.  There is a wooden bed base.  Another 
window with a veil, a curtain and on the floor, a suitcase 
with things, a white shirt, socks and a black jumper.  
One door, a rectangular white door with a handle, 
the door is closed. An insert, a box, a black box, very 
fragile with white paper on the floor.  A yellow armchair 
with a wooden frame and footrest. On the footrest, there 
are orange socks and a grey lamp.  A light, a very cold, 
very strong light, a light that comes from two alcove 
windows. The sofa, the yellow and fluffy sofa. There 
are things on the floor.  A black bag, shoes, a white box, 
a desk. On the desk, a pile of papers, boxes for storing 
papers, a computer, a helmet, a lamp, a chair.  A black 
leather chair with a metal frame. The table is made of 
wood. TV off. A grey TV with antennas. The TV stands 
on a black structure on which there is a white notebook, 
cables and a door with a black handle.  The door is
closed. A light, a light source in the corridor. In the 

Flat visit at Kim and Melany’s (Harbord Bakery), 2021, text 
of a sound piece for Ecco Revue, Rome, IT

entrance, handrails, things on the railing. At the back, 
the fridge and a corridor. At the window, white veil 
curtains. A hand, a hand, a window. Hardbord Bakery. 
Two bicycles, a red car, a black car, brick houses. Four 
windows, four windows on the small house on the left 
with an entrance. Bushes, a bicycle, a pole.  Two-storey 
brick houses, the street.  Concrete. Hardbord Bakery, 
a large bay window. On the right, windy trees, two 
windows and a large bay window.  A red car, a black 
car, a passing taxi.  Another green car and a grey car.
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Interview, 2019, performance, exhibition view, Geneva, CH

Butterfly Dream (real), 2023, inflatable foil butterfly, black 
pen
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Annette O’ Meryl (collages), 2020, in Revue FAIR, Geneva, 
CH
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Annette O’ Meryl (collages), 2020, in Revue FAIR, Geneva, 
CH
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Annette O’ Meryl (collages), 2020, in Revue FAIR, 
Geneva, CH

Espaces de rêves, 2021, series, inkjet on Awagami 
Inbe paper, wood frame and aluminium, 119 x 84 cm., 
Preparadise Sorry Now exhibition view, Geneva, CH
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Collection of food interiors, 2021

Selling Alfredo Coloma’s paintings, 2021, performance, 
Geneva, CH
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Chit chat with Mr. Magic, 2021, performance, Prague, CZ

Fruit card n°02, 2021, print on cardboard paper
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Picture of a dog’s mouth, Lisbon, PT, 2019

Paola Quilici showing how to properly wrap one of her 
largest painting titled Six moves, 2022
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Collection of food interiors, 2021

Chairs and lighting, 2021, Preparadise Sorry Now 
exhibition view, Geneva, CH
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The meal will not be charged, 2018, performance and 
collection of stolen object, Vanessa Urben bringing a stolen 
flower and vase, Geneva, CH

One night stand, 2018, carved metal plate, 10 x 5 cm., One 
Night Stand exhibition view, Off Hof, Basel, CH
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Ivrea or the Children of the Moon, 2019, in Casual 
Loop Time Squiggles, ed. Compagnia
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I’ve got it here, 2019, message on a mirror, SQPLV 
exhibition view, Geneva, CH

Office interior, picture of the Olivetti factory, Ivrea, IT, 
2019
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Kevin’s crisps, 2022, black & white portrait

Original sound track, 2019, tape recorder, microphone, 
wallpaper, SQPLV exhibition view, Geneva, CH
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Collection of Perfect Lovers related items, (Cavalier and 
Gonzales-Torres), 2018
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Fruit card n°24, 2021, print on cardboard paper

Building, picture of the Olivetti factory, Ivrea, IT, 2019
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